ARE YOU SICK OF MAIN STREAM NEWS AND THEIR
TACTICS TO HARM AND OPPRESS THE PEOPLE
UNDER THE STATES AND UNION THEY HAVE HELPED
OVERTHROW?
Dear Friends,
As some of you may know, I filed a $10 million + lawsuit against Hearst Communications, Inc., owner of The Houston
Chronicle and their reporter Dylan Baddour for libel.

I sued them for telling lies about me on the front page of the Houston Chronicle on
9/14/15 and on their website HoustonChronicle.com:
1.

After hearing a presentation I made about dissolution (which is incompatible with secession) reporter, Dylan
Baddour, called me a "secessionist." All that know me very well know I am vehemently opposed to
secession and speak against it whenever anyone advocates secession publicly or privately.
I also sued Hearst for saying I was associating with, and a member of, a group of secessionists, who were
not secessionists either, namely the "Republic of Texas."
I sued them for implying that I was part of a "growing right-wing terror threat worse than Muslim terrorists."
I sued them for implying I was part of the Sovereign Citizen Extremists that will "drive violence at home,
during travel and in government offices."
I sued them for implying that I would participate in "Putin's plot to get Texas to secede."
I sued them for implying that I would meet with "far-right-wingers, fascists and neo-Nazis" to breakup
America.
Hearst refused to correct their story after I complained to them for over 15 days by email and sent them a
Request for Corrections, Clarification and Retraction. They still have not corrected and retracted their story.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hearst Answered my lawsuit and then filed a Motion to Dismiss under the Texas Citizen Participation Act (TCPA)
calling my suit a SLAPP suit, i.e., one that is engineered as a Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation. But my
suit is not a SLAPP suit but a libel suit to prevent a monolithic main stream media from falsely alerting the public and
law enforcement that I am some kind of terrorist worse than Muslim terrorists. This is a bad trend that Main Stream
Media has taken over the last few years and must be finally disciplined by the courts of Texas, even if said courts be
dissolved. We cannot let weaponized media turn all those who seek lawful government into criminals that need to be
treated as terrorists.

This Thursday, 2/4/16, at 9:00 AM there will be a hearing of the said Motion to
Dismiss and Hearst will have to show 3 things:
1.
2.
3.

Evidence that I sued them to prevent Baddour's First Amendment right of free speech, petition and
association;
Even then my suit cannot be dismissed if I can show all the elements of a prima fascia case for libel;
Then Hearst must show by a preponderance of evidence all the elements of a valid defense.

Hearst cannot and has not shown evidence to prove step one. Therefore, their Motion to Dismiss should be denied
immediately prior to step two or three.
Stay tuned, or attend the hearing if you're in the neighborhood of the 2nd 25th District Court of Guadalupe County,
Texas at the Justice Center in Seguin, Texas.
Continue to watch the progress of this libel lawsuit at http://PostWTC.com/frame-avc.html and pray
that the court will discipline the weaponized media for recklessly harming people with lies and false
implications to make terrorists out of ordinary Americans seeking lawful government and put them in the crosshairs of
law enforcement.
Sincerely,
Ron Avery

